
This product has been checked in our factory prior to dispatch, however we encourage you to check 
for any transport or manufacturing defects.  If any manufacturing defects or damage is discovered, 
then please refer this issue to the retailer from which you bought this product.  Should trimming of 
your Steam Stopper be required, perhaps due to out of square walls or special features with your 
particular shower, the recommended methods of trimming must be followed, see page 3. All 
trimming must be undertaken on a clean/flat surface where the Steam Stopper product can be 
sufficiently supported to stop any movement.

What? How? Why? 
What?  Is a steam stopper
Every household has the common problem of condensation & steam build up in their bathroom.
To eliminate this issue, an easy DIY product with a durable translucent finish, which actually stops 
steam being generated, was created.

How?  Does it work
Without using a steam stopper, the cold air mixes with the hot moist air that rises from within 
your shower, which is how condensation & steam is created in the first place.
So the purpose of using a steam stopper that sits on top of your shower, is to keep the hot air in 
and the cold air out. This increases the temperature inside the shower, therefore using less hot 
water due to running your shower cooler.  This can reduce your hot water heating costs as well.

Why?  Benefits

• Eliminates condensation in your shower enclosure & bathroom
• No mould growth, means improved air quality 
• Therefore this extends the life of your painted/wallpapered walls 
• No misting of bathroom mirror 
• Reduces the need for an extractor fan &
• Increases shower enclosure temperature – therefore can reduce your hot water usage
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To Install your Steam Stopper
The steam stopper is an easy DIY product which is very easy to install – no installer required. It has 
easy to fit brackets which support the steam stopper when placed on top of your shower.

Step by step instructions on how to install your Steam Stopper

Step 1: Check dimensions of Steam Stopper, by placing it on top of the shower, and confirm the 
Steam Stopper sits evenly on the shower – trim if necessary.  

Trimming of your Steam Stopper: This must be undertaken on a clean/flat surface where the Steam 
Stopper product can be sufficiently supported to stop any movement. Recommended options of 
trimming are discussed below, see page 3.

Step 2: Establish where the support brackets need to be attached – minimum of 3 brackets for a 3 
sided shower & 2 brackets for a 2 sided shower. Centrally locate the bracket along each long edge 
of the Steam Stopper.

Step 3: Hold brackets in required position and drill pilot holes 
through shower wall.  A small amount of silicone can be applied to 
holes to improved water tightness prior to screwing bracket on.

Step 4: Using screws provided, attach brackets to the shower wall. 
Snap on the cover plate when securely fixed.

Step 5: Now simply place the Steam Stopper onto your Shower & 
enjoy your showering experience. No fixing of the Steam Stopper 
product to the top of your shower is required.  In fact, the easy 
removal of this product for cleaning is one of its strongest features.
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Recommended options of trimming are:
All trimming must be undertaken on a clean/flat surface where the Steam Stopper product can be 
sufficiently supported to stop any movement.

Routing

This product can be routed by first fully 
supporting the product marking the trim line where required, 
and then using a guide to trim along the edge in a smooth and 
fluid motion.  You can clean up the acrylic edges by using 
sandpaper to create a smooth finish.

Fine tooth hand saw

This product can be trimmed with either a fine tooth hand saw, 
copping saw or hack saw. You must always support the Steam 
Stopper product on a clean & flat surface, to stop any movement 
of the product as it is sawn.  Once again, you can clean up the 
acrylic edges by using sandpaper to create a smooth finish
 

Belt Sander for minor alterations

A belt sander can be used to remove small amounts of material.

Drilling
If any drilling is required, the Steam Stopper product can be 
drilled with any standard drill bit.  The best results are achieved 
without the use of a pilot hole. Please select the correct size drill 
bit and drill applying an even moderate amount of pressure into 
the plastic & supported onto a block of timber or other suitable surface.

Cleaning your Steam Stopper
Please clean your Steam Stopper with a soft cloth and warm water.  A spray on window cleaner and 
soft cloth can be used to remove light staining.  For heavier staining, it can be removed with liquid 
jiff and a soft cloth, followed by a spray on window cleaner and soft cloth.
Under no circumstances should any form of abrasive cleaners be used.


